In Simultaneous Multi-Threaded (SMT) processors, various datapath resources are concurrently shared by 4 many threads. A few number of heuristic approaches, which explicitly distribute those resources among threads with 5 the goal of improved overall performance, have already been proposed. A selection hyper-heuristic is a high-level search 6 methodology which mixes a predetermined set of heuristics under an iterative framework to utilize their strengths for 7 solving a given problem instance. In this study, we propose a set of selection hyper-heuristics for selecting and executing 8 the heuristic with the best performance at a given stage. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the first studies 9 implementing a hyper-heuristic algorithm on hardware. The results of our experimental study show that hyper-heuristics 10 are indeed capable of improving the performance of the studied workloads. Our best performing hyper-heuristic achieves 11 better throughput than both baseline heuristics in 5 out of 12 workloads and gives around 15% peak performance gain.
a weight of 1 to all instruction types results in a fetch policy equivalent to ICOUNT [3] . 23 Beside these implicit techniques, there are explicit resource partitioning methods that partitions shared 24 resources according to runtime behavior of each thread. The mechanism, which is known as Dynamically 25 Controlled Resource Allocation (DCRA) is one of these explicit methods [4] . DCRA dynamically tracks down 26 the behavior of each thread and the use of datapath resources with the help of various hardware counters. Here, 27 a datapath resource becomes inactive when it is not referenced for a predetermined timeout period. Meanwhile, 28 a thread becomes a slow thread, when it has a pending cache miss. Then, DCRA allocates more resources 29 to slow threads by taking some portion of resources from fast or inactive threads. The rationale behind this 30 mechanism is as follows: a fast thread is already fast, and so there is no harm stealing a few resource entries 31 from them and giving them to the slow threads. Similarly, when a thread is labeled as inactive for a resource, 32 then there is no harm giving its share on that resource to a thread that actually needs it. 33 In another explicit mechanism, which proposes hill climbing for solving SMT resource partitioning 34 problem, runs in epochs (periodic intervals) [5] . The hill climbing heuristic is a greedy algorithm that aims to 35 gradually climb to a peak performance point by changing resource allocations at certain decision points. The 36 execution is divided into trial epoch, and at each trial epoch, an arbitrary thread receives more resources than its 37 actual portion. After running trial epochs for each thread, the decision point selects the best performing thread 38 with extra resources and gives that extra resource to that selected thread. These trial epochs and decisions are 39 run in a continuous manner in the SMT processor. 40 The Adaptive Resource Partitioning Algorithm (ARPA) utilizes a resource efficiency metric known as 41 Committed Instructions Per Resource Entry (CIPRE) [6] . At the end of each epoch, CIPRE of each thread is 42 calculated, and the thread with the highest CIPRE value receives proportionately more resources, whereas the 1 thread with the lowest CIPRE value receives the least amount of resources. This mechanism has a self-balancing 2 nature so that none of the threads can always dominate or starve. For instance, if a thread is provided with more 3 resources, its new calculated CIPRE becomes lower as long as its commit rate does not change. As a result, 4 a thread with the worse CIPRE value can indirectly improve its efficiency later and receive extra resources, in 5 the end. 6 In another work from the literature, Eyerman and Eeckhout propose a method which estimates execution 7 time of threads in SMT architecture if threads were run alone [12] . Weng and Liu provide higher fetching 8 priority to threads with less utilized resources by examining early stages of the pipeline as well as low-level 9 data cache misses [13] . Zhang and Lin limit the number of entries each thread can have in the issue queue 10 according to the previous allocation's impact on performance [14] . Zhang which manage a set of low-level heuristics [19] . Currently, hyper-heuristics are designed based on the notion of 20 a domain barrier which separates the problem domain from any high-level method. The barrier acts as a filter 21 disallowing no problem specific information from the problem domain pass to the hyper-heuristic level. This 22 approach provides a basis for an automated, adaptive, modular, easy-to-maintain and flexible software design 23 that is enabled for reuse while solving an unseen instance from a domain and even other problem domains 24 without necessitating any modification.
25
A selection hyper-heuristic is often an iterative search method, consisting of heuristic selection and move 26 acceptance methods that are invoked successively at each step [20] . This type of framework manages by mixing hyper-heuristic components [21] . For instance, random permutation gradient selection heuristic, first, generates 29 a list of permutations of low-level heuristics. Consequently, it selects a low-level heuristic in that predetermined 30 order at any step to run on the current solution. Once a selected heuristic gives an improvement, it is utilized 31 one more time.
32
Some of the hyper-heuristics can also make use of various machine learning techniques. Learning within learning-based hyper-heuristic. In this approach, each heuristic is assigned a utility score that can either 38 increase as a rewarding mechanism after an improving move or decrease as a punishment mechanism after 39 a worsening move [22, 23] . The utility score is updated after each step of the algorithm, and the heuristic 40 with the best score can be selected as the default strategy. Moreover, a hyper-heuristic can embed a delayed 41 learning mechanism, which, for example, scores low-level heuristics in a stage and then using those scores for 1 choosing heuristics in the following stage. Bai et al. successfully apply a reinforcement-based delayed learning 2 hyper-heuristic on a timetabling problem as well as bin packing [24] . There is a theoretical [25] as well as an 3 empirical evidence [26, 27] that hyper-heuristics are effective solution methodologies for solving combinatorial 4 optimization problems. Even if the environment changes dynamically for a given problem, it has been shown 5 that the hyper-heuristics can adapt and result with high-quality solutions [8, 9] . 6 More on hyper-heuristics can be found in [7, 28, 29] . Sharing the SMT processor datapath resources 7 among the threads of a given workload is a challenging task which needs to be addressed in a dynamically 8 changing environment. Moreover, even a small change in a workload, for example, swapping the order of two 9 programs, could lead to a large change in the overall characteristics of the instance and so making the problem 10 even more difficult to handle. Here, we use the previous work on selection hyper-heuristics as an inspiration 11 to design a set of learning selection hyper-heuristics to mix well-known SMT heuristics to improve the SMT 12 throughput.
13

Motivation
14
Although we can try utilizing as many of the aforementioned heuristics as possible in our hyper-heuristic 15 framework, there are two major obstacles ahead. First, a selection hyper-heuristic asks for freedom to select 16 and utilize any of the heuristics that are under its control at any given time. However, each heuristic has its 17 own running strategy. For instance, all [5, 6, 16] have a periodic nature, whereas [4] is based on instant decision 18 and re-partitioning. Second, heuristics that we focus may not always be in the same mindset. For instance, all 19 [4-6] focus on resource partitioning, whereas [14-17] focus on resource capping, which might be a quite different 20 task compared to partitioning from time to time. In this study, we focus on two well-known heuristics (i.e. Hill
21
Climbing and Adaptive Resource Partitioning) that fall into the same category (i.e. resource partitioning with 22 a periodic nature) to demonstrate the viability and feasibility of hyper-heuristics on the SMT domain. 23 We present the results obtained in our preliminary study, which reveal that neither of the heuristics 24 examined (Hill Climbing and Adaptive Resource Partitioning Algorithm) is better than the other in every 25 case 1 . Figure 1 shows the performance charts for some of the well-known benchmark workloads [30] . These 26 results present both cases where HILL outperforms ARPA and ARPA outperforms HILL indicating that there 27 is no single heuristic, which performs better than the other when all workloads are considered. The figure also 28 presents the BEST value, which depicts the throughput of an oracle selection hyper-heuristic that successfully 29 selects the best performing heuristic in all cases. The duration of this preliminary analysis is only 8-heuristic 30 periods long, but it is sufficient to show the potential of our approach for improving throughput as long as the 31 correct sequence of heuristics is chosen.
32
As a case study, we examine how HILL, ARPA, and BEST perform when the three-threaded lbm-milc-33 gobmk workload is run. Figure 2a shows the throughput of three threads when the optimal permutation of In order for our model to work, the processor should be able to run Hill Climbing and ARPA heuristics at each stage, interchangeably. To make both heuristics fully compatible, we made a few minor changes in our implementation of these heuristics. From now on, we refer to our implementations of Hill Climbing and Adaptive Resource Partitioning algorithms as HILL and ARPA, respectively. is that it is slower than ARPA. In the first few epochs, the best allocation decision is to take as many resources 1 from lbm and gobmk, and give them to milc. ARPA can reach this state as fast as in six epochs, whereas it 2 takes three times longer for HILL (since there are three threads in this workload).
3
On the other hand, ARPA has its shortcomings too. ARPA evaluates threads by their Committed 4 Instructions Per Resource Entry (CIPRE) value, and takes resources away from threads with low CIPRE values 5 and allocate these resources to the one with the highest CIPRE. However, when ARPA takes resources away 6 from a thread, the window in which that thread can search for data independent instructions shrinks and the 7 thread starts to lose its ability to exploit instruction level parallelism. The problem ARPA experiences in this 8 workload is that it becomes harder for both lbm and gobmk to improve their CIPRE value as they lose their 9 resources, creating a harmful feedback loop for these threads. It can be seen in Figure 2b that after epoch nine,
10
ARPA is stuck with its allocation decision, and cannot increase the number of resources allocated to gobmk, 11 which can improve throughput with additional resources as it can be seen in epochs 24 to 30, in Figure 2a .
12 Figure 3 shows the throughput results of all possible heuristic permutations for bzip2-cactusADM-hmmer 13 workload for first ten epochs. In the graph, the x-axis represents the first five heuristics selected in the first 14 five epochs, and the y-axis represents the last five heuristics selected in the last five epochs. Here, H stands for throughputs of the original heuristics, ARPA and HILL respectively. Simulation results show that only less 18 than 11% of permutations are able to improve throughput compared to ARPA in this workload, meaning that 19 more than 89% of permutations hurt performance. These results indicate that randomly selecting heuristics to 20 utilize is more likely to degrade system performance, and smarter selection algorithms are needed, instead.
21
Based on the insights gained by our preliminary analysis and previous work, which concur that there is no single heuristic which will perform better than the rest in all cases, we propose using hyper-heuristics to take 23 advantage of multiple heuristics. Furthermore, Figure 1 suggests that the performance of hyper-heuristics can 24 even surpass the individual performance of each utilized heuristic. AAAAA  HAAAA  AHAAA  HHAAA  AAHAA  HAHAA  AHHAA  HHHAA  AAAHA  HAAHA  AHAHA  HHAHA  AAHHA  HAHHA  AHHHA  HHHHA  AAAAH  HAAAH  AHAAH  HHAAH  AAHAH  HAHAH  AHHAH  HHHAH  AAAHH  HAAHH  AHAHH  HHAHH  AAHHH  HAHHH  AHHHH  HHHHH   HHHHH  AHHHH  HAHHH  AAHHH  HHAHH  AHAHH  HAAHH  AAAHH  HHHAH  AHHAH  HAHAH  AAHAH  HHAAH  AHAAH  HAAAH  AAAAH  HHHHA  AHHHA  HAHHA  AAHHA  HHAHA  AHAHA  HAAHA  AAAHA  HHHAA  AHHAA  HAHAA  AAHAA  HHAAA  AHAAA  HAAAA  AAAAA List of heuristics run in the first five epochs List of heuristics run in the last five epochs We start by creating a mechanism which can interchangeably run either adaptive resource partitioning or hill 2 climbing algorithms. ARPA and HILL heuristics are our faithfully implemented versions of these heuristics on 3 hardware. The relationship between the hyper-heuristic and the underlying heuristics is shown in Figure 4 . low-level heuristics. Therefore, we can say that our proposed hyper-heuristic presents similar characteristics 10 of a permutation gradient hyper-heuristic. In this study, we investigate various runtime statistics as well as 11 heuristic selection methods. The proposed hyper-heuristic should be able to run both heuristics, interchangeably and adaptively in epochs.
14 This is a challenging task, as additionally, this needs to be done in real time based on hardware entries. There 15 is a slight difference between HILL and ARPA: HILL needs a number of trial epochs to decide whereas ARPA 16 can make permanent decisions at the end of a single epoch. If the system allows ARPA to run between two 17 trial epochs of HILL, this will have two severe consequences. First, it will increase the chances of a workload 18 changing its behavior between the two trial periods, which leads HILL to compare trial performances of two 19 different program phases and renders it to be a totally different heuristic. This can be observed better in the 20 timeline given in Figure 5 . In this example, HILL is run in the first epoch, and HILL runs its first trial round.
Then, the hyper-heuristic decides that ARPA should be run for the next seven epochs. When HILL finishes its 22 trials and makes a decision, it has to compare performance results of epochs 0 and 8, which are quite far away 23 from each other, causing inaccurate evaluations that the original algorithm does not experience at all.
24
The second problem that may occur when ARPA is allowed to be run between two trial epochs of HILL is that the processor may have to make radical changes in resource distribution if ARPA keeps changing the 1 distribution in a particular direction and HILL wants to return to its anchor state. This phenomenon would 2 cause the processor to act in a way against the nature of both heuristics.
3
Throughout this process, we tried our best to faithfully implement the algorithmic behavior of each 4 heuristic to be consistent with its original implementation. To overcome the problems described above, we 5 define Big Epochs. Big Epochs consist of T epochs, where T is the number of threads running simultaneously in 6 the system. Only a single type of heuristic runs within a Big Epoch, as shown in Figure 6 . Therefore, the hyper- Epochs. Although, the heuristics still make their decisions in the traditional epoch granularity.
10
As stated earlier, the nature of utilized heuristics must have a certain similarity so the system can 11 accommodate all heuristics at the same time without major difficulties. For example, DCRA is another 12 promising heuristic with different qualities compared to HILL and ARPA, but it is different from the others due Our second hyper-heuristic, HH2, evaluates heuristics based on their ability to help threads commit most of their 2 instructions that they fetch. Speculative instructions from mispredicted paths do not make any contribution Finally, HH3 borrows metrics from both HH1 and HH2, and, thus, it is a mixture of these two heuristics. for which ARPA performs better than HILL. These workloads are shown in Table 2 . For all workloads, the 17 system is fast forwarded for 100M cycles as a warm-up period followed by a cycle-accurate simulation for 200M 18 cycles.
19
Epoch duration is chosen as 32K cycles. This is the epoch duration used in the previous work [5, 6] . 20 We also empirically determined that both HILL and ARPA work best with this duration. In this section, we present the experimental results obtained from our simulation environment. The throughput 5 of the proposed hyper-heuristics is examined in two different workload sets: 1) workloads for which HILL 6 achieves higher throughput compared to ARPA (WLHILL), and 2) workloads for which ARPA gives higher 7 throughput compared to HILL (WLARPA). Figures 7 and 8 heuristic in a timely manner, so that we do not lose too much performance. From Figure 1 we also know that we 14 can even achieve a higher performance than both ARPA and HILL if we make this selection right and timely.
15
The results show that our proposed hyper-heuristics can achieve throughput results quite close to the 16 results of the better-performing heuristic, and, in almost all of the WLARPA workloads, they can even perform slightly better than both heuristics. However, we also see that devising a perfect hyper-heuristic, which always gives higher performance than the heuristics that it operates on, is really a challenging (if not impossible) task. whereas the peak performance gain over ARPA is slightly lower (5%) in the fourth workload of WLHILL.
3
We were also expecting that our hyper-heuristics perform better than HILL and ARPA, in occasional 4 cases. In the second, the third, the fourth and the sixth workload of WLARPA, we clearly observe this 5 phenomenon. Although the performance gain over both heuristics is small, these results are important to 6 demonstrate that hyper-heuristics are tools for not only tracking better performing heuristics but also achieving 7 optimal or close-to-optimal results even better than the best heuristic that is under the hood.
8
In terms of hardware complexity, all hyper-heuristics induce an insignificant complexity to the system. 9 HH3, the most complex hyper-heuristic among all proposed hyper-heuristics, requires only one register to 10 store the FIPC value for the previous epoch. The computation required by HH3 consists of one division, two 11 multiplication, and two comparison operations, which can be carried out by the processor's already existing 12 functional units in less than hundred cycles. Considering that the control logic for both heuristics themselves 13 introduce little complexity, it can be said that the proposed hyper-heuristics can be applied to an SMT processor 14 without any significant costs in terms of hardware complexity. 15
Conclusion
16
It is shown in the literature that resource partitioning in SMT processors has an important impact on through-17 put. In this research, we show that there is no single solution, which works best in all situations, and we 18 investigate utilizing hyper-heuristics to exploit the advantages of two well-known SMT resource partitioning 19 algorithms.
20
Among various hyper-heuristics which use different heuristic selection logic and feedback metrics evaluated Algorithm, on the average across all workloads that are studied. The peak performance gain reaches up to 15%. 24 We studied the usage of hardware hyper-heuristics, and this is one of the first studies that implements 25 a selection hyper-heuristic on such a restricted environment with limited resources. Implementing the hyper-26 heuristic on hardware requires the decision logic to be fairly simple due to increasing hardware complexity and 27 power considerations. A future research direction would be to implement hyper-heuristics as kernel modules, 1 allowing more complex hyper-heuristics to be utilized.
2
Apart from using different selection algorithms and feedback metrics, one way to improve the potential 3 and effective throughput gain would be to introduce new low-level heuristics into the system. Such extra
